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Our mission is to help reunite 

lost animals with their owners 

faster and easier while helping 

reduce the pet population in 

shelters.
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160 million cats and dogs are part of American families.

95% of these families consider their pets to be an 

important family member.

They’re taking them out to dinner, traveling with them and 

making them a part of their daily routine.



*only 1 in 50 cats and 1 in 5 dogs

who enter shelters will be reclaimed by 

their owners. 

1 in 3 pets will go missing in its lifetime.

Over 10 million get lost each year.

In the US dogs and cats are put to death in shelters at a rate 

of six animals every 60 seconds.

The Facts…



Helping make Hallandale more pet friendly while 

providing a smart pet tag that alerts you to your pet’s 

location and provides 24/7 access to your pet’s medical 

records.

Added layer of protection that is pet friendly and fun!

OUR PURRFECT SOLUTION



Find Pet Friendly Places

Search for pet friendly 

restaurants, hotels and services to 

enjoy with your furry best friend.

Lost Pet 

Become alerted to your pet’s 

location when their RoamingTail 

is scanned.

24/7 Access to 

Medical Records

Scan the RoamingTail to view 

pet’s medical records.

FEATURES



Simply scan the QR code or TAP on the 

tag to find the pet and owner’s information

HOW IT WORKS



The pet’s owner is immediately alerted via email 

and text when their pet’s tag is scanned with an 

interactive map showing the pet’s location.

MULTIPLE ALERTS



Print or share lost 

pet poster with one 

click



Easily upload pet’s rabies certificate and medical records 

and have 24/7 access to important pet-related information.

DIGITAL RECORDS



Coming Soon!

Social
• Post Pictures
• Check-in to local establishments
• “Pawsport” Summary of trips and locations visited
• Ability to easily share
• Promotions from pet friendly restaurants/hotels



Hallandale Beach & RoamingTails
Thank you!


